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Traditionally, equiaxed α grains rather than lamellar microstructure (LM) domains in titanium alloys are
regarded as potential internal crack origins in high-cycle fatigue (HCF) and very-high-cycle fatigue (VHCF) re
gimes. Here, we found that the fatigue crack is prone to initiate from a large LM domain in a titanium alloy with
the composition of LM and equiaxed microstructure (EM) of fine α grains. Then, the mechanisms of internal crack
initiation and early growth for the cases of HCF and VHCF under stress ratio R = − 1, 0.1 and 0.5 were addressed
and a mechanism chart was constructed to illustrate the internal cracking behavior, especially showing that the
numerous cyclic pressing process dominates the related microstructure evolution with grain size refinement and
nanograin formation underneath the fracture surfaces in the region of crack initiation and early growth.

1. Introduction
Titanium alloys have many good properties, such as high strength,
low mass density and excellent corrosion resistance, which make them
be broadly used in a variety of engineering structures, like aircrafts,
aero-engines, bio-medical devices, and components in chemical pro
cessing equipment [1–3]. In general, titanium alloys can be classified
into four types in terms of the possessed microstructural phase: near α,
α+β, metastable β and β titanium alloys. Near α and α+β types are
widely used alloys, in which α and β phases coexist in the matrix. The
shapes (equiaxed or lamellar) and the distribution of grains construct
four typical microstructures: equiaxed microstructure (EM), bimodal
microstructure (BM), basketweave microstructure (BW) and lamellar
microstructure (LM). For near α and α+β titanium alloys, equiaxed α (or
primary α), lamellar α (or secondary α) and lamellar β grains prevail, and
the microstructure contains no equiaxed β [1,2].
For most engineering structures, fatigue resistance is a key safety
factor in actual service requirement, especially in high-cycle (between
105 and 107 cycles) and very-high-cycle (beyond 107 cycles) regimes
[4–6]. There is no traditional endurance limit in titanium alloys [7,8],

and the number of cycles to failure Nf may reach 107 and even 109, i.e.
very-high-cycle fatigue (VHCF). Consequently, the VHCF behavior of
titanium alloys has drawn much more attention in recent decades
[9–13].
Crack initiation is always an important issue of fatigue resistance,
which consumes the majority of total fatigue life [14,15]. In particular,
this is more than 90% at Nf = 107 and more than 99% at Nf > 108 cycles
for a titanium alloy [15]. For titanium alloys with EM or with BM, the
crack initiation area on the fracture surface of failed specimens in
high-cycle fatigue (HCF) and VHCF regimes is easy to be identified [7,
15–20]. However, for the titanium alloys with BW or LM, it is difficult to
locate the initiation site of fatigue cracks under HCF and VHCF [17,
21–23].
There are no pre-existing defects, such as inclusions, cavities or voids
in the titanium alloys manufactured by casting or forging processes [1,
2]. Neal and Blenkinsop [16] first reported that fatigue crack originated
from specimen interior with fish-eye (FiE) morphology in two α+β type
titanium alloys Ti–4Al–4Mo–2Sn-0.5Si and Ti–6Al–4V under axial
cycling with stress ratio R = 0 in HCF and VHCF regimes. The fracto
graphic observations showed facet features in crack initiation region
with rough morphology called rough area (RA) almost at the center of
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fracture process [15,18,19]. But for BW and LM types [17,21–23], there
are no typical feature of FiE and RA on the fatigue fracture surface.
Therefore, it is necessary to further investigate the propensity of crack
initiation in different microstructures of titanium alloys in HCF and
VHCF regimes.
It is also noted that no facet but fine granules are presented in the RA
region of the titanium alloys with EM [18,19] and with BM [15,40,41]
when the failures occur in HCF and VHCF regimes under fully reversed
axial cycling (R = − 1). The mean normal stress, σm, can significantly
affect both the morphology and the position of RA. As σ m increases,
crack initiation site shifts from specimen surface to interior with the
appearance of facets, and the facets are more evident in the RA region at
high R values [19,39,42–44]. Additionally, the microstructure evolution
underneath the RA surface also differs under negative or positive stress
ratios in VHCF regime. Nanograin layer was produced underneath the
fracture surface within the RA region of a Ti–6Al–4V with EM [18,19]
and with BM [15] under R = − 1, and the original coarse grains remained
at R = 0 and 0.5. Oguma and Nakamura [45] proposed a “cold-welding”
model to describe the formation of the granular RA region in a titanium
alloy. Hong et al. [46] proposed a new model of numerous cyclic
pressing (NCP) to explain the formation process of fine granular area
(FGA) in the crack initiation region in VHCF for high-strength steels. The
NCP model has been validated not only for high-strength steels [46–49]
but also for the RA of titanium alloys [15,18,19]. The importance of
crack closure effects and repeated contacts due to compressive stress is
emphasized in both models [10,45,46]. However, how the process of
crack closure and surface contact influences the crack initiation and
propagation especially for the titanium alloy with EM and LM still re
mains unclear.
In this paper, a titanium alloy VT3-1 (Ti–6Al–2Mo-1.25Cr) with both
EM and LM was used to investigate the internal crack initiation mech
anism in HCF and VHCF regimes. This titanium alloy has an EM with fine
equiaxed α grains and an LM with coarse domains of transformed β
colonies. Four specimens with internal crack initiation, which were
failed in HCF and VHCF regimes under negative and positive stress ra
tios, were selected for the examinations by means of fracture surface
topography via scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and scanning white
light interferometry (SWLI). Furthermore, microstructure characteriza
tions underneath the fractographic features were conducted by focused
ion beam (FIB) technique in combination with SEM and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) examinations. Based on the experimental
results, a mechanism chart was sketched to illustrate the internal crack
initiation and early growth under different stress ratios for this α+β ti
tanium alloy in HCF and VHCF regimes.

Nomenclature and abbreviations
BM
BW
EM
FIB
LM
HCF
NCP
Nf
R
SAD
SEM
SWLI
TEM
VHCF

Bimodal microstructure
Basketweave microstructure
Equiaxed microstructure
Focused ion beam
Lamellar microstructure
High-cycle fatigue
Numerous cyclic pressing
Number of cycles to failure
Stress ratio σ min/σmax
Selected area electron diffraction
Scanning electron microscopy
Scanning white light interferometry
Transmission electron microscopy
Very-high-cycle fatigue

FiE region. The analyses indicated that the facets nucleated from equi
axed α grains in these cases of EM or BM. They also postulated a
mechanism to ascribe the facet formation to the cleavage at the crystal
planes {1017} by considering the results of Wanhill [24].
In general, the facet or facet-like morphology may appear in the
fracture origin of titanium alloys with various microstructures in both
HCF and VHCF regimes under specific R values with or without FiE/RA
pattern [16–23]. For titanium alloys with EM, facets occurred only in the
RA regions [17–20]; and for BW and LM types, facet-like surfaces
irregularly distributed on the fractured specimens without FiE and RA
morphology [17,21–23]. Unlike the microstructures of EM and BM, the
BW and the LM possess almost no equiaxed α grains [1,2].
Eylon and Hall [21] called the facet-like surface as “cleavage-like
facet” in a titanium alloy (Ti–6Al–5Zr-0.5Mo-0.34Si) with BW or LM.
Then, Evans and Bache [25–27] used the term “quasi-cleavage facet” to
represent this feature in the similar materials, and proposed a slip-based
model to predict the facet-like fracture nucleation within a prior β grain.
In the titanium alloys with BW or LM, the prior β grains are usually the
LM domains with similar crystal orientations, which may fracture to
form the facet-like surface in the manner of “quasi-cleavage”. The model
by Evans and Bache [25–27] are still suitable for the titanium alloys with
EM, in which the facet-like surfaces from the prior β grains should be
replaced by the facets within the equiaxed α grains. In this paper, we just
used the terms “facet” and “quasi-facet” to describe different types of
planar fracture surfaces.
Later on, several other mechanisms and results [28–34] described
the facet formation in the equiaxed α grains or α lamella domains with
similar orientations in the titanium alloys with homogeneous micro
structures, such as EM, BW or LM. Nevertheless, the BM type titanium
alloys are with the highest strength in HCF [35] and VHCF [19,22,23,
36] regimes, but the facet formation mechanism is still unclear and the
related investigation is quite rare.
The BM is with both equiaxed α grains and LM domains [1,2]. It was
observed that cracks are more prone to initiate from equiaxed α grains
under cyclic loading [16,17]. Based on this point, Ravi Chandran [37]
treated equiaxed (or primary) α grains as the potential defects and
constructed a model of 2D Poisson distribution to predict the failure
modes of surface or internal fatigue crack initiation containing facet
morphology, and several results [19,36–39] were successively published
to support this model.
Titanium alloys with EM have sufficient equiaxed α grains, and those
with BM have not. Thus, surface crack initiation occurs in VHCF regime
of those with EM [18,19] and internal crack induced VHCF may happen
in those with BM [40,41]. For the titanium alloys with EM or BM, the
morphologies of FiE and RA are the typical fractographic features in HCF
and VHCF [7,15–20,36–44], and the RA is a characteristic region of

2. Material and methods
2.1. Tested titanium alloy with LM and EM
A VT3-1 titanium alloy (Russian code) was used in the present
investigation. Its chemical composition (weight percentage) is: 6.3 Al,
2.0 Mo, 1.25 Cr, 0.46 Fe, 0.32 Si and balance Ti. This alloy is an α+β type
titanium alloy, which was processed by extrusion and thus contained
both LM and EM microstructures [50–53].
Fig. 1a–c presents the microstructure perpendicular to the extruded
direction observed by SEM (with a JEOL JSM IT-300). The metallo
graphic sample was carefully ground, polished down to 2000 grit silicon
carbide paper, and etched with Kroll’s reagent (1–3% HF, 2–6% HNO3).
The cross sections of planes d-g marked by the red bars in Fig. 1b and c
were milled and imaged by a FIB/SEM dual-beam system with a FEI
Helios NanoLab 460HP, and the observations are shown in Fig. 1d–g.
The lamellar and equiaxed microstructures were identified by the
three micrographs, respectively: Fig. 1b, d and e for LM, and Fig. 1c, f
and g for EM. It is seen that the feature of LM is of three levels: (1)
isolated LM plates (a couple of α or β layers), (2) LM colony (domain)
with a few α and β lamellae, which is originated from one prior β grain,
2
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Fig. 1. Microstructure characterization perpendicular to the extruded direction, (a) medium magnification of SEM image, (b, c) high magnification of SEM images,
and (d–g) micrographs of FIB-SEM images from the section planes d-g marked by the red bars in (b, c). EM: equiaxed microstructure, LM: lamellar microstructure.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Microstructure characterization along the extruded direction. (a) Low magnification OM image, (b) medium magnification SEM image, (c–f) IPFs of EBSD for
the boxes c-f in (a) and (b), and (g) schematic sketch showing the distribution of LM and EM along the extruded direction. EM: equiaxed microstructure, LM: lamellar
microstructure.
3
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and (3) LM cluster containing several colonies.
A lamellar colony or domain in the VT3-1 titanium alloy is a bundle
of plate-like microstructure, and a group of lamellar domains (colonies)
compose an LM column which is along the extrusion direction. For each
lamellar plate, the ratio of length or width to thickness is between 10
and 20. The shape and the size of LM plates and colonies are of
remarkable scattering: (1) the thickness of a lamellar plate is from
submicron to 2 μm and the length or width is from 3 to 20 μm, and (2)
LM colonies are usually of trapezoid shape with the size (mean free path)
between 3 and 20 μm. The LM colonies are randomly distributed in the
matrix of EM whose average size is about 1–2 μm. Fig. 2 presents the
microstructure along the extruded direction. Fig. 2a is a low magnifi
cation image of optical microscopy (OM) via a Zeiss Axiovert 200 MAT,
Fig. 2b is a medium magnification image by using the same SEM as
mentioned in Fig. 1, and Fig. 2c–f are inverse pole figures (IPFs) of
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) obtained via a field emission
scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) of Zeiss Merlin equipped with a
NordlysNano detector (acceleration voltage: 20 kV and scanning step:
100 nm). The EBSD samples were first ground with silicon carbide pa
pers down to 4000 grit, then polished with a 9 μm diamond suspension,
and finally polished with a 9:1 solution (colloidal silica suspension with
a mean particle size of 0.04 μm versus H2O2).
The microstructure in the longitudinal section paralleled to the
extruded direction has typical texture features. Most of LM clusters are
neatly arranged to form the rows of LM columns and some equiaxed α
grains are elongated in the extrusion direction. In the gap region be
tween two LM columns, the majority contents are equiaxed grains
although such a region may contain a small amount of elongated α
grains and small size LM domains. The EBSD results shown in Fig. 2c–f
indicate that all α lamellae within an LM colony have similar crystal
orientations, each LM colony within an LM cluster has its own orienta
tion, there are always large LM clusters (tens of microns in size) with
similar orientations within each LM column, and all equiaxed and
elongated α grains are randomly distributed with different crystal
orientations.
Here, the microstructure of the tested material with LM and EM is
schematically illustrated in Fig. 2g. An idealized construction of fiber/
matrix composite is then sketched, where the LM columns can be
considered as the coarse fibers and the EM can be regarded as the fine
matrix. The spacing and the size of LM columns are tens of micrometers.

Fig. 3. S–N data of the tested VT3-1 extruded titanium alloy under different
stress ratios of R = − 1, 0.1 and 0.5 [50–53]. (Symbols with a horizontal bar
being run-out specimens).

conditions: (1) R = − 1, HCF; (2) R = − 1, VHCF; (3) R = 0.1, VHCF; and
(4) R = 0.5, VHCF.
2.3. Characterization methods for fracture surfaces
Four fatigue failed specimens (labeled A, B, C and D in Fig. 3) were
selected with regard to the four loading conditions for a detailed ex
amination of the fractography and microstructure features underneath
the fracture surfaces, especially in the crack initiation regions. The fa
tigue data of the four selected specimens are listed in Table 1.
The SEM samples for fractography observation were cut from one
fracture end of each failed specimen of A, B, C and D with the sample
height of about 7 mm, which is suitable for sitting in the SEM chamber
for observation. The samples were carefully observed by using SEM
(JEOL JSM IT-300) with a CCD (charge coupled device) camera to
obtain the large field fractographs of image resolution at 5120×4096
pixels under low and medium magnifications. The roughness of fracture
surfaces was measured by means of topography analysis on the selected
locations on the fracture surfaces of specimens A-D by using a noncontact optical 3D profiler (ZYGO Nexview) in accordance to ISO/DIS
25178-604 Part D. The profiler uses SWLI (scanning white light inter
ferometry) technique to image and examine the microstructure, and the
surface topography is of a resolution of 0.1 nm on z (height) direction,
where the focal plane was defined as zero height, i.e. z = 0.
The scanning area of SWLI was a square box with the size of 834 μm
× 834 μm, which is large enough to cover a whole RA region on a
fracture surface. By positioning the specimen, the scanning box was
almost located on the center of an RA region. After scanning, data
processing and image reconstructing, the topograph of every RA region
was built in terms of the measured height values (z) of the fracture
surface with different colors.
For the observations with FIB/SEM and FIB/TEM systems, the sam
ples were prepared in the following steps. (1) A layer of Platinum
coating was deposited on the selected location to protect the fracture
surface. (2) The profile section within the region was trenched and
polished by FIB milling and subsequently imaged by SEM, i.e. FIB-SEM.

2.2. Tensile and fatigue properties of the tested material
The tensile properties and fatigue strength in the extruded direction
of the tested titanium alloy were previously obtained [50–53]. The
tensile specimen is of a flat shape with the gauge length of 25 mm and
the thickness of 1 mm. The tensile tests were conducted with a
displacement rate of 0.075 mm/min. The tensile properties are: elastic
modulus E = 106 GPa, dynamic elastic modulus Ed = 110 GPa, ultimate
tensile strength σ u = 1107 MPa, yield strength (with 0.2% plastic strain)
σ 0.2 = 1050 MPa and elongation at rupture δ = 13%. The fatigue
properties under different stress ratios of R = − 1, 0.1 and 0.5 are shown
in Fig. 3. They were obtained by ultrasonic fatigue testing method [6]
with the loading frequency of 20 kHz at room temperature and in air.
The fatigue specimen is of an hourglass shape with the reduced section
diameter of 3.0 mm and the total length of 67.6 mm. Details about both
the specimen geometry and the testing procedure can be found in Refs.
[50–53].
All the failed specimens in Fig. 3 exhibit the characteristics of in
ternal crack initiation. For R = − 1, the range of Nf is between 4.77 × 106
and 1.31 × 109 cycles, and the fatigue resistance in HCF and VHCF re
gimes has the same value of the maximum stress σmax = 400 MPa. For R
= 0.1, the range of Nf is between 1.14 × 107 and 7.39 × 108 cycles, and
the VHCF resistance almost keeps constant of σmax = 680 MPa. For R =
0.5, the VHCF resistance also keeps constant of σ max = 960 MPa. Based
on this result, the failed specimens are classified into four loading

Table 1
Fatigue data of the selected specimens A, B, C and D.

4

specimen

R

σa/MPa

σm/MPa

Nf/cycles

A
B
C
D

− 1
− 1
0.1
0.5

415
400
300
240

0
0
367
720

6.63 ×
2.84 ×
2.24 ×
7.82 ×

106
108
107
107

fatigue regime
HCF
VHCF
VHCF
VHCF
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(3) The TEM sample within the region was cut, lifted, mounted and
finally thinned to the dimensions of about 10 μm × 5 μm × 50 nm, and
then every sample was examined by TEM, i.e. FIB-TEM.
The observations with the tilted and high magnified images for the
fractographic features were taken by using FE-SEM with the Zeiss Merlin
and a FEI Helios Nanolab 600i. The latter is also a FIB/SEM dual-beam
system.
The TEM observation was conducted by using a FEI Talos F200X
(acceleration voltage: 200 kV) and a FEI Tecnai G2 F30 S-Twin (accel
eration voltage: 300 kV). The micro and nano structures underneath the
fracture surfaces were analyzed by bright field (BF), dark field (DF)
imaging and selected area electron diffraction (SAD) detection with a
circular domain of 200 nm in diameter.

Figs. 4d, 5d and 6d and 7d, and accordingly plotted in Fig. 8.
3.1.1. Specimen A under R = − 1 failed in HCF regime
Fig. 4a is an SEM image at low magnification showing the whole
fracture surface of specimen A. Fig. 4b is a topograph showing the whole
RA region, where the height range is 34.3 μm (from − 19.4 to 14.9 μm).
Fig. 4c and d are the enlargements of Fig. 4a and b, respectively,
showing the morphologies of the RA region.
It is seen from Fig. 4a that the FiE is relatively smooth compared to
the RA. The height values of the fracture surface are changed within the
RA region or within the SWLI box. As shown in Fig. 4b–d, there are many
deep-radial ridges in the center of the RA region and several facet-like
appearances with rough surface in the RA center. The facet-like ap
pearances have higher roughness value than those of the facets in EM
[18–20] and LM [17,21,25,54] type titanium alloys. Thereby, such
facet-like feature is named as “quasi-facet” in this paper.
In fact, this RA center consists of two quasi-facets numbered 01 and
02, and no quasi- or other facets are found away from the RA center. The
phenomenon of quasi-facet is a new fractographic feature which is
closely related to the crack nucleation under this loading condition of R
= − 1 and failed in HCF regime. The size of quasi-facets 01 and 02 is
about 40 μm on the projected plane of Fig. 4c. By the comparison be
tween Fig. 4a and c, it is obvious that the RA size is an order of
magnitude greater than the quasi-facet size.
The fatigue crack initiation and growth in specimen A can be sum
marized as follows: (1) quasi-facets 01 and 02 formed independently as
two short cracks, (2) they coalesced as a main crack, (3) the main crack
outwardly propagated to form an RA and an FiE, and (4) the main crack
propagated beyond the FiE leading to final failure.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Topograph of fracture surface
The SEM and SWLI observations for specimens A, B, C and D are
illustrated in Figs. 4–7 with the color bar on the right side of each figure
denoting the fracture surface roughness by the height value z.
The SEM observations demonstrate that RA and FiE are the typical
internal cracking features for the tested titanium alloy with LM and EM
in HCF and VHCF regimes, and the RA region is certainly the crack
initiation site. As shown in Figs. 4a, 5a and 6a and 7a, the RA and the FiE
can be easily identified on the fracture surfaces, which are both pennyshape regions indicated by the two dashed circles. The diameter of the
RA regions is between 300 and 600 μm, and that of FiE is from submillimeter to 1.5 mm.
In addition, a black line AB on each RA surface of specimens A, B, C
and D was drawn as shown in Figs. 4d, 5d and 6d and 7d, from which the
surface edge curve in relation to each line was observed and then the
roughness of each RA region was measured. Thus, the resulted height
value z was recorded along the black line from point A to point B in

3.1.2. Specimen B under R = − 1 failed in VHCF regime
Fig. 5a is an SEM image at low magnification showing the whole
fracture surface of specimen B. In general, the RA and FiE regions of
specimen B are smoother than those of specimen A. It is noted that there

Fig. 4. Fracture surface morphology of specimen A (R = − 1, σ a = 415 MPa and Nf = 6.63 × 106 cycles): (a) SEM image showing whole fracture surface, (b) SWLI
image showing a tilted view of box b in (a), (c) SEM image of box c in (a), and (d) SWLI image of box d in (a). RA: rough area, FiE: fish-eye, SWLI: scanning white light
interferometry.
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Fig. 5. Fracture surface morphology of specimen B (R = − 1, σ a = 400 MPa and Nf = 2.84 × 108 cycles): (a) SEM image showing whole fracture surface, (b) SWLI
image showing a tilted view of box b in (a), (c) SEM image of box c in (a), and (d) SWLI image of box d in (a). RA: rough area, FiE: fish-eye, SWLI: scanning white light
interferometry.

Fig. 6. Fracture surface morphology of specimen C (R = 0.1, σa = 300 MPa, σ m = 367 MPa, Nf = 2.24 × 107 cycles). (a) SEM image showing whole fracture surface,
(b) SWLI image showing a tilted view of box b in (a), (c) SEM image of box c in (a), and (d) SWLI image of box d in (a). RA: rough area, FiE: fish-eye, SWLI: scanning
white light interferometry.

6
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Fig. 7. Fracture surface morphology of specimen D (R = 0.5, σa = 240 MPa, σm = 720 MPa and Nf = 7.82 × 107 cycles). (a) SEM image showing whole fracture
surface, (b) SWLI image showing a tilted view of box b in (a), (c) SEM image of box c in (a), and (d) SWLI image of box d in (a). RA: rough area, FiE: fish-eye, SWLI:
scanning white light interferometry.

originated from one site and that of blue zone from another site at a
different height level, (2) the initiated cracks propagated and produced
the fracture surface of red and blue zones, and (3) the two short cracks
coalesced when they well developed. Thus, the resulted fracture surface
morphology is caused by the height difference of the two initiated
cracks, and stages (1) and (2) of crack initiation consumed the majority
of the total fatigue life. Here, line AB (Fig. 5d) was crossing the red zone
for the examination of the fracture surface roughness due to one initi
ated crack. No facet or other fractographic features were observed in the
RA region for this case.
3.1.3. Specimen C under R = 0.1 failed in VHCF regime
Fig. 6a is an SEM image at low magnification showing the whole
fracture surface of specimen C. Fig. 6b is the topograph of the RA region,
where the height range is 97.9 μm (from − 59.6 to 38.3 μm). The scan
ning box of SWLI covers the RA and FiE regions and indicates that the
roughness of RA is much larger than that of FiE. Fig. 6c and d shows the
RA morphology at medium magnification. The facet morphology is very
clear within the RA region, and the size of the large ones is about 40 μm.
They are named as “large facets” and numbered as 01–04. In addition,
there are some other facets with relatively small size from a few to 20
μm, and the large and small facets are all with equiaxed shape.
The large facet 01 has the largest size among the facets and is
possibly the first formed in the crack initiation stage. The fatigue failure
process in specimen C can be summarized as follows: (1) large facet 01
first formed and constituted a short crack, (2) other large facets formed
sporadically, (3) large facets merged and became an RA, (4) the RA as a
main crack propagated to form a penny shape FiE, and (5) the crack
grew beyond the FiE and caused final failure.
The morphology of large facets is a typical fractographic feature of
the titanium alloy with both LM and EM for this loading condition of R
= 0.1 and in VHCF regime. Actually, the facet morphology is very
common in titanium alloys not only in the tested material, but also in
many others with EM [18–20], BM [17,36,39,42–44] and LM [17,

Fig. 8. Fracture surface roughness curves along line AB in specimens A, B, C
and D, showing the roughness of the RA regions under different
loading conditions.

is a big pit with the size of about 120 μm and the depth about 30 μm in
the FiE region, caused by some metallurgical defect. Fig. 5b is the
topograph of the RA region and the big pit, where the height range is
41.8 μm (from − 27.2 to 14.6 μm). By eliminating the datum of the big
pit, the height range of RA is about 30 μm. Fig. 5c and d shows the
morphologies of the RA region at medium magnification.
As shown in Fig. 5b and d, there are two main crack surface domains
of red and blue zones within the RA region. The height range within the
red or the blue zone is relatively small and the height difference between
the two zones is about 20 μm. This phenomenon can be explained by the
stages of RA formation as follows: (1) the crack of red zone was
7
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21–23]. The difference in the present investigation is just in the size and
the distribution of the facets. In the titanium alloys with EM or BM, the
size of facets is similar to that of equiaxed α grains; and in the LM types,
the size of facets is related to that of prior β grains.

about 80 μm for group (2). The quadrupled difference in RA roughness
implies that there is a different mechanism dominating the crack initi
ation and early growth in the loading conditions between groups (1)
under negative stress ratio and (2) under positive stress ratio, which will
be further addressed in the following sections.

3.1.4. Specimen D under R = 0.5 failed in VHCF regime
Fig. 7a is an SEM image at low magnification showing the whole
fracture surface of specimen D. The diameter of the RA region is about
600 μm, which is larger than that of specimens A, B and C. Fig. 7b is the
topography of the RA region, where the range of height values is 92.3
μm (from − 52.9 to 39.4 μm). In addition, the roughness of FiE in
specimen D is also evidently larger than that in specimens A, B and C.
Fig. 7c and d shows the RA morphology at medium magnification. Many
large facets with the size of about 40 μm, and “lamellar facets” with the
length of about 40 μm and the width less than 10 μm prevail in the RA
region. Like in the case of specimen C, there are small facets with similar
shape and size distributed in this region. Similarly, the large facet
morphology is the typical fractographic feature for this loading condi
tion of R = 0.5 and failed in VHCF regime.
Thus, the evolution of RA and FiE regions in specimen D can be
described as: (1) a large facet first formed and created a short crack, (2)
several other facets successively formed and created other short cracks,
(3) initiated short cracks coalesced to form an RA as a main crack with
penny shape, and (4) the crack developed beyond the RA to form an FiE
that grew and resulted in fatigue failure.

3.2. FIB-SEM and FIB-TEM examination on RA regions
The topograph of fracture surface indicates that the morphology of
RA and FiE prevails in all specimens, quasi-facets only in specimen A,
and large facets in specimens C and D. Then, the microstructure un
derneath the fracture surfaces was carefully examined with FIB-SEM and
FIB-TEM techniques: (1) the RA morphology with quasi-facets was
examined in specimen A (R = − 1, HCF), (2) the RA morphology with
large facets was examined in specimen C (R = 0.1, VHCF), (3) the RA
morphology with several facets (large and lamellar) was examined in
specimen D (R = 0.5, VHCF), and (4) the RA morphology without spe
cific features was examined in specimen B (R = − 1, VHCF).
3.2.1. Characteristics of RA under R = − 1 and failed in HCF
Fig. 9a is an SEM image with a tilted angle at medium magnification
showing quasi-facets and the neighboring region of specimen A. Quasifacet 01 was selected for the microstructure examination underneath the
fracture surface by using FIB-SEM and FIB-TEM. Two profile planes were
prepared by FIB within the quasi-facet marked as b and c in Fig. 9a.
Fig. 9b is an SEM image of profile b and Fig. 9c is a TEM image of profile
c.
Fig. 9b and c shows the wavy edges of the fracture surface at high
magnification with only LM in both cross sections of quasi-facet 01. In
Fig. 9c, every lamellar α grain was detected by selected area electron
diffraction (SAD). The result of clear isolated spots demonstrates that
there is basically no difference of SAD patterns, no matter how the
selected area is located, near or away from the fracture surface as shown
in Fig. 9d–g. It is proven that all α lamellae have almost the same crystal
orientation in the domain. The microstructure characterizations of FIBSEM and FIB-TEM clarify that quasi-facet is formed from an LM domain
with similar orientations.

3.1.5. Comparison of RA roughness for specimens A, B, C and D
The surface edge curves (roughness) along the line AB in Figs. 4d, 5d
and 6d and 7d are plotted in Fig. 8, indicating the roughness of the RA
regions corresponding to the four loading conditions of specimens A, B,
C and D. Note that line AB in each fracture surface is a representative of
the given specimen and the line passes through different fractographic
regions, such as quasi-facet, large facet and/or lamellar facet.
The four curves in Fig. 8 can be classified into two groups: (1)
specimens A and B, and (2) specimens C and D. In group (1) of specimens
A (R = − 1, HCF) and B (R = − 1, VHCF), the height value is − 20 μm < z
< 5 μm for the HCF case and − 5 μm < z < 10 μm for the VHCF case. In
group (2) of specimens C (R = 0.1, VHCF) and D (R = 0.5, VHCF), the
height value is − 30 μm < z < 40 μm for the case of R = 0.1 and − 45 μm
< z < 40 μm for the case of R = 0.5.
Fig. 8 indicates that the height value is about 20 μm for group (1) and

3.2.2. Characteristics of RA under R = 0.1 and failed in VHCF regime
Fig. 10a is an SEM image with a tilted angle at medium magnification
showing the whole RA region of specimen C. The planes of large facets
Fig. 9. Fractographic and microstruc
tural features of quasi-facets in the RA
region under R < 0 failed in HCF regime
(specimen A): R = − 1, σ a = 415 MPa,
Nf = 6.63 × 106 cycles; (a) SEM image
showing a tilted view at the heart of the
RA region, (b) FIB-SEM image for sec
tion plane b marked by box b in (a), (c)
FIB-TEM image for section plane c
marked by the red bar c in (a), and (d–g)
SAD patterns of circular domains d-g in
(c). (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the Web version of this
article.)
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Fig. 10. Fractographic and microstructural features
of large facets in the RA region under R > 0 failed in
VHCF regime (specimen C): R = 0.1, σa = 300 MPa,
σm = 367 MPa, Nf = 2.24 × 107cycles; (a) SEM
image showing a tilted view of the RA region, (b)
SEM image showing the enlargement of box b in (a);
(c) FIB-SEM image for section plane c marked by the
red bar c in (b); (d) FIB-TEM image for section plane
d marked by the red bar d in (b); and (e–g) SAD
patterns of the circular domains e-g in BF image (d).
(For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)

Fig. 11. Fractographic and microstructural features
of facets in the RA region under R > 0 failed in VHCF
regime (specimen D): R = 0.5, σ a = 240 MPa, σ m =
720 MPa, Nf = 7.82 × 107 cycles; (a) SEM image
showing a tilted view of the RA region; (b) SEM
image showing detail morphology of box b in (a); (c)
FIB-SEM image for profile section c marked by the
box c in (b); (d) FIB-TEM image for profile section
d marked by the red bar d in (b); and (e–g) SAD
patterns of the circular domains e-g in BF image (d).
(For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)
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02–04 seem to be parallel each other and large facet 01 has a different
orientation. Fig. 10b is an enlarged SEM image with the tilted view to
exhibit large facet 01 and the neighboring region. The microstructure
underneath large facet 01 was characterized by FIB-SEM and FIB-TEM
through two profile samples marked as c and d in Fig. 10b. Fig. 10c is
the SEM image for profile sample c. Fig. 10d is the BF image and
Fig. 10e–g are the related SAD detections of the profile sample d. Thus,
Fig. 10c and d shows the morphologies of LM underneath the fracture
surface of large facet 01, and Fig. 10e–g with almost the same SAD
patterns are the typical results from all α lamellae in the sample. This
indicates that the colony of LM in Fig. 10d is with similar crystal
orientations.
By the comparison of fracture surface of Fig. 10 with Fig. 9, it is seen
that the former is smoother than the latter. This is attributed to the
different loading conditions between specimens C and A. Furthermore,
as shown in Fig. 10b, large facet 01 is with tree-branch or feather-like
morphology, which was also reported in Ref. [54] in a titanium alloy
with LM.

is a magnified SEM image of a part of Fig. 11a with another tilted angle,
showing the morphology of large and lamellar facets. Three large facets
in Fig. 11b are labeled as 01–03, and two vertical profile sections within
large facet 01 are located (c and d in Fig. 11b). Fig. 11c is an SEM image
of location c, showing the morphologies of a lamellar facet and the
microstructure in the profile section for large facet 01. Fig. 11d is a TEM
BF image of profile d and Fig. 11e–g are the SAD patterns for the do
mains e-g in Fig. 11d.
It is identified again from the TEM observations that only LM existed
in the profile sections within large facet 01, and all α lamellae are with
the same crystal orientation. This phenomenon not only occurs in the
quasi-facet in specimen A but also in the large facets in specimens C and
D. It is suggested that there is a similar mechanism of crack initiation
from an LM domain with the similar orientation to form a quasi-facet or
a large facet. Nevertheless, the roughness of quasi-facet 01 in specimen
A is larger than that of the large facets in specimens C and D, implying
that there is probably a different mechanism of early crack growth in the
LM domain.

3.2.3. Characteristics of RA under R = 0.5 and failed in VHCF regime
Fig. 11a presents an SEM image with a tilted angle at medium
magnification of the RA region of specimen D, showing a number of
large facets with similar orientations as pointed by the arrows. Fig. 11b

3.2.4. Characteristics of RA under R = − 1 and failed in VHCF regime
Fig. 12a is an SEM image with a tilted angle at medium magnification
showing the morphology of the central area of the RA region for spec
imen B. Because neither facet nor facet-like patterns appeared in this

Fig. 12. Fractographic and microstructural features
of the RA region under R < 0 failed in VHCF regime
(specimen B): R = − 1, σ a = 400 MPa, Nf = 2.84 ×
108 cycles; (a) SEM image showing a titled view of
the RA region, and the red bars 01 and 02 being the
locations of TEM samples by FIB; (b, c) high
magnified SEM images showing different titled views
of boxes b and c in (a); (d) FIB-SEM image for profile
section d marked by the box d in (b); (e) FIB-SEM
image for profile section marked by number 01 in
(b); (f) FIB-SEM image for profile section f marked by
the box f in (c); and (g) FIB-SEM image for profile
section g marked by number 02 in (c). (For inter
pretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)
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region, two locations (b and c in Fig. 12a) with no typical features in
fracture surface were selected as the representations of the RA region for
the detail examination by using FIB-SEM and FIB-TEM. The TEM sam
ples 01 and 02 were cut in the location b and c, respectively, and the
plane of sample 02 is perpendicular to that of sample 01. Then, a profile
section perpendicular to the sample plane for each case was carefully
polished by FIB technique. Fig. 12b and c are SEM images with a tilted
angle at high magnification showing the locations of the TEM samples
and the rough morphology of the RA region. The lamellar α grains of the
plane d and sample 01 were imaged by SEM and shown in Fig. 12d and e.
The equiaxed α grains of another plane f and sample 02 were imaged by
SEM and shown in Fig. 12f and g. The result confirms that the RA region
can be formed from either LM or EM of the titanium alloy under the fully
reversed cycling (R = − 1) up to VHCF regime.
Fig. 13 presents the TEM characterizations for samples 01 and 02
from specimen B (see Fig. 12a). Fig. 13a and b shows the BF images, in
which the grain boundaries are clear enough to identify the coarse α
grains. Fig. 13c and d are the magnified BF and DF images for a local
region of sample 01, and Fig. 13e and f are those of sample 02. It is seen
from Fig. 13 c-f that nanograins prevail just underneath the fracture
surface in samples 01 and 02. Further, nanograins were distributed in a
thin layer along the profile of fracture surface. It is obvious that grain
size refinement occurred in the RA region of specimen B under R = − 1
loading up to VHCF regime. This is the first reported result revealing the
detail microstructure morphology of crack initiation region especially
showing the nanograin layer underneath the fracture surface of the RA
region for the loading case R = − 1 in VHCF regime on the titanium alloy
with both LM and EM.
On the one hand, it is a common result that the formation of nano
grains and refined grains was observed in the characteristic regions of
crack initiation underneath fracture surfaces for metallic materials
under fully reversed axial loading (R = − 1) up to VHCF regime such as
fine granular area (FGA) in steels [46–49,55], and RA in titanium alloys
with BM [15] and with EM [18,19]. On the other hand, no nanograin

formation or significant microstructure refinement was observed in
quasi-facet of specimen A (HCF, R = − 1) and large facets of specimens C
and D (VHCF, R > 0), similar to the cases in Refs. [15,18,19].
The Numerous Cyclic Pressing (NCP) model [10,46] can well explain
this phenomenon, in which the importance of compressive stress and
sufficient loading cycles are emphasized. The microstructure evolution
underneath the fracture surface is caused by the accumulated plasticity
due to the repeated cycling process of crack opening, closing and con
tacting in the specimen subjected to very high loading cycles. Therefore,
the compressive part of applied stress (R < 0) and the sufficiently large
number of pressing cycles (VHCF) are two necessary conditions for
nanograin formation in the crack initiation region.
3.3. RA formation mechanisms
From the previous sections 3.1 and 3.2, it is known that the phe
nomenon of quasi-facets originated from LM domains is a typical frac
tographic feature in the RA region for specimen A under R = − 1
experiencing HCF, the phenomenon of large facets originated from LM
domains is a typical fractographic feature in the RA region for specimens
C and D under R = 0.1 and 0.5 experiencing VHCF, and the phenomenon
of nanograins is the typical microstructural feature in the RA region for
specimen B under R = − 1 experiencing VHCF.
For the sake of further discussion, the loading conditions of speci
mens A, B, C and D are classified into three categories based on the RA
roughness, fractographic features and the NCP concept, i.e. (1) R >
0 failed in VHCF, (2) R < 0 failed in HCF, and (3) R < 0 failed in VHCF.
There are different mechanisms of crack initiation and early growth for
HCF and VHCF failures under R > 0 and R < 0 although the specimens
all failed by internal cracking failure.
Fig. 14 is a schematic illustration in three categories of internal crack
initiation and early growth for the tested titanium alloy with LM and EM
loaded in HCF and VHCF regimes. Here, we assume that a crack nu
cleates from a lamellar α grain and then penetrates the grain along a

Fig. 13. TEM observations for the RA region under R < 0 failed in VHCF regime (specimen B): R = − 1, σ a = 400 MPa, Nf = 2.84 × 108 cycles; (a,b) BF images from
TEM samples 01 and 02 marked in Fig. 12 (a); (c) BF image showing the enlargement of box c in (a); (d) DF image showing the enlargement of box d in (a); (e) BF
image showing the enlargement of box e in (b); and (f) DF image showing the enlargement of box f in (b).
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Fig. 14. Schematic illustration of the process of internal crack initiation and early growth under different stress ratios and fatigue regimes: (a) first, crack nucleation
in a lamellar α grain within a large LM domain; then its propagation in the domain gradually to form (b) a large facet, (c) a quasi-facet or (d) nanograins depending on
both the stress ratio and fatigue regime; (e–g) further evolution to a short crack; and (h–j) finally shaping to RA regions. LM: lamellar microstructure, EM: equiaxed
microstructure, RA: rough area, FiE: fish-eye.

specific crystal plane, where the lamella belongs to an LM domain in a
large LM column (Fig. 14a). Then, there are three routes of crack evo
lution under the three loading conditions.

the comparison of Fig. 11c and d with Fig. 10c and d. This means that the
stress ratio still has an effect on the facet morphology in VHCF regime
even when R > 0, which can be explained by twofold: (1) in the stage of
early crack growth, R value will pre-determine the crack path, and (2)
after the crack developed, the closure effect due to near field compres
sion will affect the roughness of fracture surface.

3.3.1. Mechanism of RA formation in VHCF regime under R > 0
Specimens C and D were both under R > 0 and experienced VHCF,
with R being 0.1 for specimen C and 0.5 for D. As for the fractographic
feature, large facets prevail in the RA region of both specimens. With the
increase of R, the number of facets increases and the type of facets (large,
lamellar or small) is more diverse (referred to the results in sections
3.1.3-3.1.5).
As mentioned in previous sections, a large facet first formed for this
case as illustrated in Fig. 14b, which is the short crack initiation stage.
This first large facet was resulted from the propagation of the initiated
crack over the LM domain with the same orientation on a specific crystal
plane, and succeeding cracks initiated at other LM domains (Fig. 14b).
Then, the growth of the short crack from the first large facet tended to be
perpendicular to the loading direction, and more new facets nucleated in
the adjacent regions as schematized in Fig. 14e. After that, as shown in
Fig. 14h, the large facets in the LM domains coalesced and the RA
formed, subsequently leading to the formation of an FiE with a penny
shape to cause the final failure.
It is recalled that the fracture surface of large facet 01 in specimen D
at R = 0.5 is slightly smoother than that in specimen C under R = 0.1 by

3.3.2. Mechanism of RA formation in HCF regime under R < 0
For the case of R < 0, there is a compressive part of the far field stress,
which induces the compressive stress at the near field of initiated crack
surfaces to cause crack closure. For specimen A subjected to R = − 1 and
failed in HCF regime, the initiated crack extended to form the first quasifacet with rough surface as shown in Fig. 14c. As in the previous case,
some quasi-facet cracks also originated inside the neighboring LM do
mains with one of them depicted in Fig. 14f. Afterwards, the first quasifacet tended to Mode I crack growth as shown in Fig. 14f. Eventually, a
main crack resulted from the first quasi-facet converged with other short
cracks emanating from other quasi-facets to form the RA and the FiE in
sequence (Fig. 14i).
In the titanium alloy with LM and EM, all quasi- and large facets were
originated from large lamellar domains with similar orientations rather
than from the equiaxed α grains with small size. This is different from the
situation of many other titanium alloys with BM in HCF and VHCF re
gimes [16,17,36–44]. In those BM types, the facet formation was from
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the equiaxed α grains with larger size than the LM domains with similar
orientation. It is suggested that internal crack initiation is prone to occur
in the same oriented microstructure domains with large size, such as
lamellar microstructure, α grains, or so called “macrozone” of the
microtextured regions [23,28,32,33] in HCF and VHCF regimes for ti
tanium alloys.

growth of internal cracks originated from large LM domains or α
grains is microstructure insensitive without any typical fracto
graphic features such as facets or quasi-facets in the RA region.
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3.3.3. Mechanism of RA formation in VHCF regime under R < 0
For the specimens failed in VHCF regime under R < 0, the applied
remote stress is lower than that in the case of HCF. As a consequence, the
height range of RA region for the former is relatively small and the
related fracture surface is without any facet or quasi-facet morphology.
It is supposed that the first crack would initiate in an α lamella within an
LM domain (Fig. 14a), which could develop to a quasi-facet under a high
value of σa or to a large facet under R > 0. For the loading case of R <
0 and in VHCF regime, owing to the existence of compressive stress
component, the crack propagation did not follow the specific crystal
lographic orientation, but grew along the path normal to the loading
direction. Similar to other cases, cracks also nucleated in the adjacent
LM domains (Fig. 14d). Then, the crack continuously grew (Fig. 14g) as
a Mode I type to form the RA and the FiE (Fig. 14j).
Simultaneously, the fracture surfaces repeatedly contacted with the
crack cyclic opening and closing due to the compressive part of fatigue
stress. The microstructure was refined and nanograins were produced at
the fracture surfaces when the number of loading cycles was substan
tially large. In addition, neither nanograins nor refined grains were
observed both in quasi-facets of specimen A failed in HCF regime and in
large facets of specimens C and D under R > 0 in VHCF regime. Thus, it is
certain that the NCP mechanism [10,46] still dominates the behavior of
crack initiation and early growth in VHCF regime for the titanium alloy
with both LM and EM.
In the end, it is good to mention that the relation between cracking
plane (or direction) and the crystallographic orientation of the micro
structure is not investigated in this paper, which is an interesting
question that needs further investigation.
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